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Rhinoceros 7 for Jewelry Training 

 
 Introduction to Rhino 

 Interface, Basic Navigation 

 Creating Basic Geometry 

 Free form curves, Modeling aids 

 Basic Editing 

 Precision Modeling 

 Arcs, Circles, Eclipses, Polygons 

 April, Helix, Saving 

 Editing Curves, Basic Transform 

 Surface Menu 

 Surface Editing 

 Transform, Analyze 

 Create Simple Collet 

 Create simple Bezel and Cam weight calculation 

 Create fancy Bezel 

 Cage Edit in Detail 

 Create a Ring with Network Surface Command 

 Create twisted wire (2 pipe twist, 3 pipe twist) 

 Create a Ring with flow command 

 Embossing with Rhino Emboss 

 Rhino Emboss Creating Camio 

 Sculpting intro and basic tools 

 Sculpting manipulation tools and advance use 

 Gemstone/Diamond Settings – Channel Setting Parameter 

 Gemstone/Diamond Setting – Pressure Setting Parameter 

 Pave stone placement setting 

 Gemstone/Diamond Setting – Cluster Setting 

 Gemstone/Diamond Setting– Single Line Chilai pave setting and eternity ring  

 Gemstone/Diamond Setting – Flush / GYPSY Setting 

 What is specific gravity and how to calculate it? 
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 Metal, wax, Cam weight Converter sheet 

 Creating chain link 

 How to calculate diamond size from images. 

 Invisible setting dome ring 

 Invisible setting open box with prongs collete 

 Tools, Camera Settings and Rendering In Rhino 

 Finalizing your project 

 

Rhinoceros is a commercial 3D computer graphics and computer-aided design application software. 

 

Rhino powers the jewelry industry’s design needs! From the smallest boutique to the world’s largest manufacturers. 

Enjoy the complete freedom to design and manufacture as far as your imagination can take you.  

 

Rhino also serves as a host platform for several industry-leading jewelry design plugins such as Panther3D, Stuller’s 

MatrixGold®, and CounterSketch® to make designing even faster and more efficient. Whether you’re doing signature 

custom designs or mass manufacturing, Rhino can help. 

 

 

NOTE 

Duration of training is lump sum 60 hours but it’s up to learner, so it doesn't matter how much time you will take to 

complete the training. If your grasping level is good then it will be completed in 50 hours only. We charged fee for 

course not for days/hours/months. 

 
Please call/whatsapp or Email us for further queries. 
 
 

 

215,Times Square, Near Capital Greens, Canal Road, Vesu , SURAT – 395007 INDIA 

 

M.    : +91 7490008464 

Mail : info@compusoftedu.com 

Web : www.compusoftedu.com  

Duration  : 60 Hours 
Training Mode  : Online or Classroom (Offline) 
Daily Hours      : 1-2 Hour 
Fee                   : INR 20000.00, USD 400.00 
  


